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Abstract
Many market transactions are subject to information asymmetry about the delivered value proposition,
causing transaction costs and adverse effects among buyers and sellers. Information systems (IS) research
has investigated how review systems can reduce information asymmetry in business-to-consumer markets.
However, these systems use textual data or star ratings that cannot be readily applied to business-to-
business markets, are vulnerable to manipulation, and suffer from other conceptual shortcomings. Building
on design science research, we conceptualize a new class of reputation systems based on using payments
as monetary ratings for each transaction stored on a blockchain. We show that our system assures
content confidentiality so buyers can share, sell, and aggregate their ratings selectively, establishing a
reputation ecosystem. Our prescriptive insights advance the design of reputation systems and offer new
paths to understanding how payments can be used as signals that reduce information asymmetry in B2B
transactions.

Keywords: Buying decisions, business-to-business transactions, uncertainty, reputation system, blockchain.

1 Introduction

Business transactions presuppose buyers to trust that sellers will deliver a product or service as promised.
However, before a transaction, buyers are often uncertain about a seller’s ability and willingness to
perform as expected (Truong, 2019). This uncertainty is particularly relevant for person-intensive, high-
cost business services like consulting, recruitment, or individual software development (Cronin, Brady,
and Hult, 2000; Lam et al., 2004). The uncertainty reflects an information asymmetry among buyers and
sellers. Sellers know their abilities but often need to spend considerable effort to convince buyers to trust
them, since new buyers cannot assess their quality in advance. Particularly for market transactions, buyers
rely on publicly available market information and might still end up contracting low-quality sellers. This
effect is known as the lemon market problem leading to adverse selection in a market, where high-quality
offerings are pushed out of the market while low-quality offerings prevail (Akerlof, 1970).
Quality signals can contribute to leveling information asymmetries (Bauer et al., 2022). Among others,
quality signals include brands, references, quality seals, or warranties. Reputation feedback is another
quality signal that has the potential to solve the lemon market problem (Thierer et al., 2016). It is shared in
reputation systems, which are information systems that systemically incentives and sanction trustworthy
behavior and collect, distribute, and aggregate feedback (Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002; Jøsang, 2016).
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Setting the right economic incentives is crucial to make these systems work (Jurca and Faltings, 2009;
Buechler et al., 2015), but if they do, reputation systems can provide better quality signals that correlate
more with the underlying product quality when they are based on a blockchain (Bauer et al., 2022;
Spychiger et al., 2022). Consistently, blockchain technology can be considered a breakthrough technology
to design business reputation systems (Cai and D. Zhu, 2016; Pereira, Tavalaei, and Ozalp, 2019; Voshmgir
and Zargham, 2020). With a blockchain-based reputation system, buyers reduce their risk of making bad
buying decisions. High-quality sellers, on the other hand, can use these systems to signal the quality of
their goods and services in the market, justify higher prices, gain new customers, and build a reputation
(Ba and Pavlou, 2002; Moreno and Terwiesch, 2014).
Current IS research focuses on review systems—a sub-form of reputation systems—used frequently
on commercial platforms such as Airbnb or Yelp. Review systems often use user-generated text and
star ratings to allow customers to make better buying decisions, e.g., book a suitable vacation rental.
Usually, all reviews are public and provided for free, providing immense value to platform owners while
attracting additional customers due to the emergence of direct network effects. In business-to-business
(B2B) markets, no comparable system is available due to a series of shortcomings: First, current systems
suffer from profound limitations, e.g., rating fraud, insufficient incentives to provide honest ratings, and
reliance on a central platform, among others (Subramanian, 2018; Jøsang, 2007). Second, sellers try to
decrease transparency in B2B markets to differentiate their offerings from their competitors for dynamic
pricing and capitalize on the value of sales (K. Zhu, 2002). Third, buyers are reluctant to share ratings
about products or services publicly, drawing no advantage from it (Jurca and Faltings, 2003). Rivals might
benefit from shared information, while some companies fear exposing their business data or revealing the
quality of certain suppliers to competitors (K. Zhu, 2002).
In light of the potential benefits of such systems, related research has identified a strong need to design
business reputation systems (Cai and D. Zhu, 2016; Catalini and Gans, 2016; Möhlmann, Teubner, and
Graul, 2019; Dikow et al., 2015). Taking up these calls and in line with design science research (Hevner
et al., 2004; Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin, 1990); our research goal is to design a new method (March
and Smith, 1995) that allows companies to share monetary-based ratings with other market participants
selectively. The envisioned system enables buyers to 1) rate sellers with monetary payments for each
business transaction, 2) selectively sell and buy ratings to identify high-quality sellers, and 3) make
better buying decisions. Using monetary ratings might contribute to solving some of the shortcomings
of reputation systems because monetary ratings reflect customers’ value-in-use, encapsulate economic
information, carry an inherent weight as a signal, allow portraying asymmetric risk relations (Hemmrich,
2023), are quantifiable and individually assessable, and are harder to fake due to their inherent monetary
value. Our system enables buyers to sell rating information to other buyers, generating pay-ins that can
offset their pay-offs associated with providing monetary ratings. Rating confidentiality is guaranteed by
the built-in features of a blockchain. The method enables companies to hide, or share (and, thus, sell)
their monetary-based ratings selectively with other market participants without having to disclose other
details on their transactions. Selling ratings might provide an important incentive for buyers to share their
ratings, while it allows sellers to build a reputation through receiving positive ratings. In regard to the
conceptual weaknesses of rival systems used in B2C markets, we point out that trading monetary ratings
can contribute to solving three major limitations. Fake ratings, lack of incentive to submit ratings and a
controlling central instance. Also, our method can help to counteract other deficiencies, such as reciprocity
issues and reputation inflation, without a need to rely on a trustworthy intermediary.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related research and briefly summarize the
core principles of blockchain technology. In Section 3, we describe and justify our research method. In
Section 4, we discuss deficiencies of current reputation systems primarily used in B2C markets. To remedy
these deficiencies, we outline the design of a new type of reputation system, starting with a cryptographic
method to hide and share ratings on a platform. This demonstration evidences that this artifact can be
implemented in current blockchains. In Section 5, we discuss our contributions to theory and practice,
before concluding the paper in Section 6.
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2 Research background

2.1 Reputation systems

Focal points of research on reputation systems are examining and designing them (Dellarocas, 2005;
Moreno and Terwiesch, 2014) and the related concepts of trust and markets (Jøsang, Ismail, and Boyd,
2007; Tadelis, 2016). However, IS-related research mainly discusses review systems (Gutt et al., 2019)
or word-of-mouth systems (Cheung and Thadani, 2012). In computer science, related research proposed
privacy-preserving techniques (Bazin et al., 2016; Blömer, Eidens, and Juhnke, 2018), which has also
recently involved blockchain technology (Bellini, Iraqi, and Damiani, 2020; Camilo et al., 2020). Also,
other works show how to secure the integrity of text reviews on a blockchain (Zulfiqar et al., 2021).
Related research has remained fragmented and has not developed reputation systems that can be used in
B2B markets. While many papers motivate improvements that need to be made to current systems, e.g.
(Dennis and Owen, 2015), monetary payments have not been considered as ratings, nor selling ratings to
other stakeholders in a market. Still, designing reliable reputation mechanisms remains an open issue (Cai
and D. Zhu, 2016; Tumasjan and Beutel, 2019; Voshmgir and Zargham, 2020).
First steps have been made on a path to establish monetary ratings in reputation systems. For instance,
(DeFigueiredo and Barr, 2005) propose a reputation system based on monetary security deposits that
another party could withdraw, but as proof of trust, refrains from doing so. Similarly, (Litos and Zindros,
2017) equate trust with risk to conceptualize a decentralized platform, on which trust is quantified with a
monetary deposit issued among peers. By depositing money, the risk (and, thus, trust) becomes visible
in the network to assess a subjective indirect trust relation (Litos and Zindros, 2017). However, in these
systems money does not serve as a rating, but is considered as a security deposit to represent indirect trust.
Also, both approaches do not consider that raters might sell their rating information to others.
In multi-agent simulations, selling reputation information is discussed as an incentive for sharing reputation
information. Selling reputation information makes the reputation mechanism incentive-compatible to
report ratings trustfully (Jurca and Faltings, 2003). While money can be an incentive to provide ratings
(Buechler et al., 2015), monetary benefits are currently often granted by the seller that is rated itself, so
ratings are often biased in the seller’s favor (Fradkin et al., 2015; Neumann and Gutt, 2019a). Switching
the benefactor of paying the ratings from a seller to a neutral prospective buyer might resolve this dilemma.

2.2 Blockchain technology

A blockchain is a distributed ledger in which data references can be distributed and securely stored in
a network. The network nodes take the role of a distributed third party, bound to the rules of consensus
protocols. A consensus protocol ensures that nodes agree about the transactions stored in each block,
building a blockchain. After reaching a consensus, the data recorded on the blockchain becomes immutable
(Pilkington, 2016). Blockchains are commonly used to implement cryptocurrencies (Nakamoto, 2008).
The distributed ledger is used to record currency transactions, where the immutability property ensures
that currency cannot be double-spent. Modern privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies—e.g., (Ben-Sasson
et al., 2014; Fuchsbauer, Orrù, and Seurin, 2019)—use cryptography to hide transaction data from the
blockchain while preserving the desired properties of a cryptocurrency (i.e., coins can only be spent by
their owner, coins can only be spent once, transactions are publicly verifiable). Blockchain eliminates the
need for a central trust authority to validate transactions (Lustig and Nardi, 2015).
Blockchain technology enables distributed applications—such as a reputation system for business, provid-
ing an openly accessible public ledger without a central trust instance—based on two essential features:
• Manipulation resistance: Information stored on a blockchain is secure and cannot be changed. This

property ensures that no entity can manipulate a rating.

• Proof of information: Using cryptographic techniques, users can prove to possess some information
without having to reveal it. This property allows to control which rating is disclosed.
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2.3 Limitations in current review systems

Although review systems have been researched for more than a decade, some weak spots remain:

1) Only a small proportion of transactions are rated at all, while generating meaningful ratings is
time-consuming and costly. Ratings usually rely on voluntary feedback, but buyers have little incentive
to share their experiences with others (Dellarocas, 2005; Resnick, Zeckhauser, et al., 2006), and giving
ratings comes with an effort (Jurca and Faltings, 2009). Thus, most users do not submit feedback. Es-
pecially, dissatisfied users refrain from giving ratings (Dellarocas and Wood, 2008). Accordingly, poor
performance, cases of misconduct, or exploited business relations are not recorded, paving the way for
opportunistic behavior. To stimulate the generation of high-quality feedback, platform operators or sellers
try to incentive buyers to submit feedback in exchange for discounts (Jurca, Garcin, et al., 2010). However,
when sellers attract customers with coupons, vouchers, or other rewards, ratings are usually biased in the
seller’s favor (Neumann and Gutt, 2019a). Luring raters with rewards makes them (feel) committed to
submitting a good rating so that negative ratings become unlikely (Neumann and Gutt, 2019b). However,
precisely the potential risk of not being rated positively signifies the high value of reputation (Kreps and
Wilson, 1982).

2) Ratings can be manipulated easily or submitted intentionally incorrectly. Online rating fraud is a
well-documented problem in B2C markets and undermines trust in these markets (Ansari and Gupta, 2021;
Dellarocas, 2005; He, Hollenbeck, and Proserpio, 2022; Hu, Liu, and Sambamurthy, 2011; Ivanova and
Scholz, 2017). Buying intentionally wrongly submitted ratings (fake ratings) is cheap and often easy (He,
Hollenbeck, and Proserpio, 2022). It impacts the perceived trustworthiness of ratings significantly and
harms the trust in the entire market (He, Hollenbeck, and Proserpio, 2022; Wu et al., 2020). Since ratings
strongly affect buying decisions, sellers are inclined to manipulate ratings. Fake ratings can also be used
to discriminate against competing buyers purposefully (Cui, J. Li, and Zhang, 2020; Lappas, Sabnis, and
Valkanas, 2016; Mayzlin, Dover, and Chevalier, 2014). Since unfair ratings and discriminating behavior
may be hard to distinguish from personal taste, there is a risk of moral hazard that must be encountered
with sophisticated reputation mechanisms (Dellarocas, 2000).

3) Reciprocity and fear of retaliation cause reputation inflation. Well-intentioned reciprocity or fear of
retaliation distorts reputation mechanisms (Bolton, Greiner, and Ockenfels, 2013). Reciprocal feedback
helps to record mutually beneficial transactions between parties, but it can also distort ratings’ actual
quality (Bolton, Greiner, and Ockenfels, 2013). Fear of retaliation prevents parties from giving bad ratings,
even if they do receive poor quality, either because they fear getting negative feedback in return, or fear
that other parties would refrain from doing further business with them (Bolton, Greiner, and Ockenfels,
2013; Dellarocas and Wood, 2008; Luca, 2017). Often, this fear leads to strong rating distortion, with
ratings becoming overly positive (Bolton, Greiner, and Ockenfels, 2013; Ert, Fleischer, and Magen, 2016;
Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002). This phenomenon is called reputation inflation (Filippas, Horton, and
Golden, 2018) and deprive ratings of a reasonable basis for differentiation (Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers,
2021).

4) The change and the creation of new identities enable a forged reputation. Creating new fake
identities or changing the identity allows users to manipulate ratings (Dellarocas, 2003). Fake identities
are always an issue in open systems without a central, trusted authority (Douceur, 2002). Having control
over many fake identities enables one to generate fake ratings and thus promote reputation, submit unfair
ratings, and discriminate against competitors (Douceur, 2002; Friedman and Resnick, 2001). Also, leaving
the system after one transaction (free-riding) as soon as the initial reputation declines and creating another
clean identity can be a problem.
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5) Informational value gets lost when reputation information is condensed into a global score.
Many reputation systems condense reputation into a single trust score eliminating multiple contexts
(Hendrikx, Bubendorfer, and Chard, 2015). However, reputation is represented more accurately by social
embeddedness (Durkheim, 1960; Granovetter, 1985). By aggregating reputation information, a great
deal of relevant context for trust decisions is lost. Therefore, cumulative measures seem not appropriate,
since they lack contextual information (Bolton, Katok, and Ockenfels, 2004). The context is vital since
reputation is a subjective phenomenon and is created from context (Mui, Mohtashemi, and Halberstadt,
2002; ur Rehman et al., 2019). Reputation might differ according to the observers’ subject of interest
(Huang et al., 2014). Knowing the context, information can be processed in more detail (Hirshleifer and
Teoh, 2003) and informational value improves significantly (Filippi, 2016; Nissenbaum, 2004; Pavlou and
Dimoka, 2006). For instance, aggregating reputation on the level of an entity is helpful as an individual
estimate of trustworthiness but does not yield objective information about a product. Trust mediators, like
the Better Business Bureau that assess the trustworthiness of an identity, are helpful but do not provide
differentiated product ratings. Experiments in the B2B context also support the need to compile ratings in
a unique fashion (Bolton, Katok, and Ockenfels, 2004; Ekstrom, Bjornsson, and Nass, 2005) presupposing
a set of raw data to build subjective trust decisions on.

6) Privacy and data are exploited by platform intermediaries. Reputation systems are often offered on
digital marketplaces and operated by a (more or less) trusted intermediary that owns the platform. While
intermediaries generally mitigate some of the problems mentioned above—e.g., prevent fake identities,
ballot stuffing, or whitewashing—they can also be weak spots (Subramanian, 2018). Intermediaries
open up attack vectors to manipulate or remove data and can be bribed, while they are increasingly
suffering from fake ratings (Wan and Nakayama, 2014; He, Hollenbeck, and Proserpio, 2022). They
might be vulnerable to data breaches or censorship, while they sometimes charge high fees (Catalini and
Gans, 2016). Also, some intermediaries are inclined to exploit their customers’ data in their self-interest,
irrespective of customers’ desire for data privacy (Filippi, 2016; Lyon, 2014; Soska et al., 2016; Zyskind,
Nathan, and Pentland, 2015).

By describing these problems—mainly drawing from related research on review systems—it becomes
clear that the challenges concerning reputation systems are multifaceted. Therefore, we decided to focus
on three particularly severe problems: a) cheap fake ratings can be bought, which we address with a
monetary weight of ratings that can be traded and distinguished from purchased and cheap ratings; b)
little incentive to submit rating information (especially in the B2B context), which we address through
the opportunity to sell rating information to other buyers; c) dependence on a central platform provider,
which we address by using blockchain technology.

2.4 Positioning this work as to designing reputation ecosystems

The purpose of this paper is to elucidate how a reputation system can be designed for a B2B market,
enabling companies to perform monetary ratings on their business transactions. The ratings are stored
confidentially and immutably on top of a blockchain, while they can be sold to inform other market
participants. The pay-ins generated from the sale could level or exceed the pay-out for conducting ratings.
Against the backdrop of current definitions of reputation systems (Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002), we
refer to this system class as an ecosystem (Jacobides, Cennamo, and Gawer, 2018).
Ecosystems are characterized by entities that co-create value while building complex relations among
them to exchange value (Hein et al., 2020; Yoo, Henfridsson, and Lyytinen, 2010). The rating information
constitutes this value for companies (e.g. monetary-based ratings, or text reviews). For sellers by building
a reputation in an ecosystem based on complex relations among different entities. For buyers getting
quality signals and trading (information about) these quality signals. Entities can select and aggregate
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rating data according to their needs.
Thus, following Resnick and Zeckhauser, 2002, we define this type of system as a reputation ecosystem
that collects, and distributes feedback and helps to determine the feedback’s trustworthiness, whereby
entities can observe and communicate selectively about each other’s signals, e.g., about their payments as
ratings and aggregate this information selectively. Intending this system to work in a B2B market, we
speak of a business reputation ecosystem. These systems can be blockchain-based and might comprise
monetary-based features and other metrics, but they may also comprise other data, such as text or star
ratings (cf. Figure 1). In contrast, review systems are typically free of charge and display ratings publicly,
relying on qualitative data.

Figure 1. Reputation ecosystems as a particular class of reputation systems.

3 Research method

Sharing fair and honest ratings about a product or service in the business context is a yet “unsolved and
important business problem” (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 82) and warrants a Design Science Research (DSR)
approach (Nunamaker Jr et al., 2015). Generally, the DSR paradigm (Hevner et al., 2004; March and Smith,
1995; Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin, 1990) seeks to identify relevant problems and build and evaluate
meaningful artifacts to help to solve such problems (Gregor and Hevner, 2013; Lee, 2015). Establishing
reputation feedback in B2B markets is important to mitigate information asymmetries, opposing the
emergence of lemon markets (Akerlof, 1970; Thierer et al., 2016). Our method is a design science artifact
(March and Smith, 1995) positioned as an improvement (Gregor and Hevner, 2013), since the solution
maturity is low and the application domain maturity is high. Building on the design science research
methodology (Peffers et al., 2008), we summarize our research method as follows (cf. Figure 2).
We took a problem-centered approach to identify and motivate the problem. Since no comparable reputa-

Figure 2. Overview of the research process, based on the DSR methodology (Peffers et al., 2008).
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tion systems in business are described in research yet, we relate our concept mainly to the literature on
rival artifacts in B2C markets, review systems. Three well-known limitations of these systems include
fake ratings, missing incentives to submit honest ratings, and dependence on a platform provider. These
limitations hinder current systems from being used in B2B markets to evaluate other companies’ qualities,
with which no transaction has taken place previously.
Our ultimate objective is to design a complete reputation system that can be used in a B2B market to
establish payments as monetary ratings, establishing an ecosystem of trust among sellers and buyers.
While buyers can trade their rating information with other buyers for money, sellers can document their
ratings to establish a reputation and justify higher prices for their goods and services. Designing a profound
incentive schema and elucidating users’ acceptance are also important for establishing a prescriptive
design theory (Jones and Gregor, 2007) for this new system class. While developing the full-scale system
is, beyond the scope of this paper, we focus on designing a technically feasible method.
Buyers can use the method to hide and sell their rating information to other buyers. We build this method
based on cryptographic commitments, privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies, and zero-knowledge proofs.
Following the advice of (Vaishnavi, Kuechler, and Petter, 2017), we relate our method to no specific
cryptocurrencies to make it applicable in different contexts. One can prove that ecosystems applying
our method will work cryptographically securely. Consistently, we evaluate our method by providing
cryptographic evidence for its correctness and security. This formal proof and logical reasoning represents
the evaluation itself (Cleven, Gubler, and Hüner, 2009; Hevner et al., 2004; Sonneberg and vom Brocke,
2012; Venable, Pries-Heje, and Baskerville, 2016. To further evaluate the external validity of our method,
we conceptually compare the system with other rival artifacts. The class of reputation ecosystems en-
visioned here provides core insights for managing and trading rating information in business networks
that are subject to no or little trust. IS researchers and professionals can apply the resulting knowledge to
guide design processes in more specific use cases (van Aken, 2004) or build on our results in other contexts.

4 Artifact description

4.1 Method overview and objectives of a solution

For designing a new class of business reputation ecosystems as another future artifact, we combine
monetary-based ratings with the ability to share rating information without making them visible to others.
Consider a basic transaction on a blockchain in which a buyer (“buyer 1”) pays an amount vbuy to a seller
(“seller 1”) for a good or service, while seller 1 consents to being rated and allows buyer 1 to pass on
the rating. Afterward, buyer 1 rates the quality positively in a second transaction (rating transaction) by
paying an additional amount vrate to seller 1 (Figure 3).
The ratio vratio = vrate/vbuy between the rating transaction vrate and the basic transaction vbuy expresses
buyer 1’s satisfaction with the quality provided by seller 1. The higher vratio, the weightier the rating. For
example, if buyer 1 is very satisfied, the rating transaction might be 10% of the buying price vbuy, i.e.
vratio = 0.1. Vica versa, if buyer 1 pays nothing, i.e., vratio = 0, the rating reflects strong dissatisfaction.
Because ratings have an economic value (Wise and Morrison, 2000), and businesses are hesitant to share
ratings with competitors, we design the system in a way that ratings remain hidden, enabling a buyer
1 to sell ratings only to selected peers (i.e., buyer 2). Buyer 1 can choose to whom to sell the rating,
namely vratio, without a need to reveal vbuy or vrate, hiding the exact payment amounts. Buyer 1 can also
prove that the basic transaction amount vbuy passes some non-triviality threshold vmin, i.e. vbuy ≥ vmin to
exclude insignificant ratings, without having to reveal the exact amount vbuy. Buyer 1 can sell this rating
information (vratio and that vbuy ≥ vmin) about a seller to other potential buyers (“buyer 2”) providing buyer
1 an economic incentive to share ratings. We assume from now on that buyer 1 is willing to sell ratings to
earn money and buyer 2 is interested in buying them to support decision-making.
Based on buyer 1’s identity, knowledge, and rating quality, buyer 2 can decide to buy rating information.
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Figure 3. The reputation of seller 1 can be documented with quantified monetary ratings.

After a while, buyer 2 learns about the rating quality of a particular buyer 1 and can also compare bought
ratings from different buyers. On this basis, buyer 2 will get a better basis for decision-making. We define
four objectives of a solution, guiding the implementation of secure reputation ecosystems.

(O1) Ratings remain hidden until sold. All transaction data (vbuy,vrate,vratio) is hidden from the public
and is only known to buyer 1 and seller 1.

(O2) Selling rating data does not reveal exact values of vbuy or vrate. When buyer 1 decides to reveal
vratio and vmin to buyer 2, of course, buyer 2 learns that vbuy ≥ vmin and vrate/vbuy = vratio. However,
buyer 2 is not able to infer anything about vbuy or vrate beyond that (keeping prices confidential).

(O3) Buyer 1 cannot lie about the submitted rating data. After buyer 1 submits a rating as rating
transaction, buyer 1 is committed to that rating. Buyer 1 is unable to prove inconsistent data
v′ratio ̸= vrate/vbuy or vmin > vbuy. In particular, neither buyer 1, nor a third party can change a rating
(e.g., selectively reveal different ratings to different buyers 2). Also, buyer 1 cannot sell ratings for
transactions that are not exceeding a trivial amount vmin (e.g., if the amount was so small to not
even cover the typical price of a unit of the good/service, the rating should not be trusted).

(O4) Buyer 2 cannot resell buyer 1’s rating information. After buyer 2 receives vratio (and vmin) from
buyer 1, it should be infeasible for buyer 2 to sell the information to a third party without involving
buyer 1 (or seller 1).

Because we want the reputation ecosystem to work in an open environment—not requiring a central
trusted instance—and ensure manipulation resistance, we build the ecosystem upon blockchain technology
and several cryptographic concepts.

4.2 Cryptographic building blocks

Commitments. As presented above, the amounts vbuy,vrate transferred in basic/rating transactions
must be hidden from the public. However, one still needs to record vbuy,vrate in a reliable way, to fulfill
the requirement that buyer 1 must not be able to change their ratings once they have been submitted.
Cryptographic commitments (Brassard, Chaum, and Crépeau, 1988) guarantee this. A commitment C is
an object that (1) hides a unique value v that cannot be changed, while (2) not revealing any information
about that value. Creating the commitment creates a secret commitment key k as a byproduct. With the
commitment key k, one can efficiently check what value is hidden inside the commitment C, while everyone
who does not know k cannot infer any information about v from C. One can think of a commitment as an
encryption of v or a hash H(v,k) for a random unpredictable commitment key k.
In order to record the transaction values vbuy,vrate securely on the blockchain, one can record a commitment
Cbuy to vbuy and a commitment Crate to vrate instead. By this Cbuy and Crate do not reveal any information
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about vbuy and vrate publicly. Only the stakeholders involved in the transaction (buyer 1 and seller 1) can
use the commitment key k to make sense of the commitments.

Privacy-preserving cryptocurrency. It is technically challenging to make the transactions conventional
secure, e.g., prevent double-spending, because, in our desired setting, the blockchain validators do not even
know what amounts are being transferred. However, this problem has been solved by privacy-preserving
cryptocurrencies such as Zerocash (Ben-Sasson et al., 2014) and Mimblewimble (Fuchsbauer, Orrù, and
Seurin, 2019). We do not focus on the specifics of these privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies because
we want to make the system more universally usable to work with any cryptocurrency that fulfills those
requirements. Therefore, our system works with any cryptocurrency that fulfills these requirements:
• The amount of coins transferred in any transaction is hidden from the public. Only the sender and

receiver of a transaction know how many coins were transferred. This necessarily implies that the
current account balances of senders and receivers are hidden as well.

• Every transaction contains a publicly available commitment C to the (hidden) number v (“value”) of
coins transferred. The sender and the receiver hold the commitment key k for C to read the transaction
secured in the network.

• The identity of the sender and receiver in a transaction is publicly visible (while just the amount being
transferred is hidden).

The first requirement is generally a feature of privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies (Ben-Sasson et al., 2014;
Fuchsbauer, Orrù, and Seurin, 2019). Regarding the second requirement, not every cryptocurrency directly
stores a commitment to the transfer amount v alongside a transaction. However, such a commitment
can often be either (1) efficiently derived from all the other data (such as in Mimblewimble, using
homomorphic properties of the commitment scheme) or (2) it is available in some commitment-like
format (such as Zerocash). For simplicity, we assume that the commitment is directly available. With
small modifications, our system works essentially for all (typical) privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies.
Finally, the third requirement is not an explicit goal of privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies, but it is trivial
to establish using standard techniques such as digital signatures. Buyer 1 can simply sign the transaction
with a secret signing key to publicly establish the sender’s role in the transaction. We omit the details here
but conclude that all three requirements can be achieved by typical privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies.

Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoK). As discussed above, it must be infeasible for a buyer
1 to lie about the submitted rating. With commitments, buyer 1 could simply reveal the commitment
key k and allow buyer 2 to check that the revealed rating data vratio,vmin is indeed consistent with what
was recorded on the blockchain in the commitments Cbuy and Crate. However, at the same time, we want
buyer 1 to be able to hide the exact values of vbuy,vrate from buyer 2 and the public, so this approach
is not viable (since revealing the commitment key reveals the exact contents of Cbuy and Crate, namely
vbuy and vrate). Instead, buyer 1 will prove to buyer 2 that the information vratio,vmin is correct without
revealing vbuy,vrate. This requirement can be enabled by zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoK)
(Goldwasser, Micali, and Rackoff, 1985). A ZKPoK is an interactive protocol, where buyer 1 and buyer 2
exchange messages. This protocol allows buyer 1 to convince buyer 2 of some statement about hidden
data vratio,vmin, without actually revealing the hidden data (Quisquater et al., 1990). However, 1) buyer 2
is not able to learn anything about the vratio,vmin other than that the proven statement, i.e. the rating data,
is correct (zero-knowledge), while 2) buyer 1 is not able to convince buyer 2 of a statement for which it
does not know valid hidden data (proof of knowledge).
We will furthermore require our ZKPoK to have a third property: deniability (Pass, 2003). Deniability is a
non-standard requirement of ZKPoK, which says that after buyer 2 has witnessed the execution of the
ZKPoK protocol with buyer 1, buyer 2 cannot convince a third party that the proven statement is true.
Standard constructions of ZKPoK do generally not have this property. Indeed, for non-interactive ZKPoK
(such as SNARKs, STARKs, etc.), being publicly verifiable by anyone is even considered a feature, which
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is incompatible with deniability, which says that the proof must only be convincing for buyer 2, not to
anyone else. However, one can generally modify any reasonable ZKPoK to provide deniability (Pass,
2003). Using deniability property prevents reselling of information: Because the proof is deniable, buyer
2 will not be able to convince any third party that the rating data is indeed correct.

4.3 Technical description of the method

Buying and rating. The basic transaction, in which buyer 1 pays seller 1 vbuy coins for a good or service,
is executed via a privacy-preserving cryptocurrency. This results in a commitment Cbuy to vbuy being
written to the blockchain. Afterward, buyer 1 pays an additional vrate coins to seller 1, again using the
privacy-preserving cryptocurrency, resulting in a commitment Crate to vrate being written to the blockchain.
A smart contract binds the two transactions together so that it is clear what basic transaction a rating
transaction references. Note that even for a negative rating vrate = 0, a rating transaction (over 0 coins) is
submitted to the blockchain. The reason for this is that fully omitting the rating transaction for vrate = 0
would publicly signal a negative rating, but the rating result must not be known publically.
The state of the blockchain after this process is depicted in Figure 4. Note that objective O1 (cf. Section 4.1)
is fulfilled: Cbuy,Crate are secure commitments, so they do not reveal any information about vbuy,vrate. The
privacy-preserving cryptocurrency also does not reveal any information about vbuy,vrate to the public.

Figure 4. The process of buyer 1 selling rating data to buyer 2, and proving the data’s correctness.

Selling rating data. First, if buyer 1 wants to sell the rating information, buyer 1 needs to choose a value
vmin of the basic transaction s.t. vbuy ≥ vmin. In the simplest case, vmin is simply related to the price of a
single unit of seller 1’s service. In more complex cases, buyer 1 may explicitly advertise having bought a
larger amount, e.g., for at least 1000 coins, in which case vmin = 1000 might be a reasonable choice. It is
on buyer 1 to decide whether to choose vmin as high as possible (close to the paid vbuy), making the rating
amount more exact, or to choose vmin relatively low, in which case buyer 1 reveals less information about
the price paid for the basic transaction. We assume vmin is published to prospective buyers 2. When buyer
2 wants to buy rating data from buyer 1, buyer 2 approaches buyer 1 and points to buyer 1’s transactions
on the blockchain that buyer 2 wants to have revealed. If buyer 1 is willing to share rating data with buyer
2, buyer 2 pays buyer 1 for the rating (e.g., via traditional bank transfer or cryptocurrency). In that case,
buyer 1 and buyer 2 then engage in the process depicted in Figure 4: Buyer 1 reveals vratio = vrate/vbuy to
buyer 2 (as well as stating that vbuy ≥ vmin). To provide authenticity of vratio and vmin, buyer 1 then uses
the commitment keys kbuy,krate to prove with a deniable ZKPoK, the following statements about buyer 1’s
hidden values (vbuy,kbuy,vrate,krate) to be true to buyer 2:

• The commitment key kbuy shows that the commitment Cbuy in the basic transaction hides vbuy.
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• The commitment key krate shows that the commitment Crate in the rating transaction hides vrate.

• For the revealed value vratio, it indeed holds that vratio = vrate/vbuy.

• For the public value vmin and the secret value vbuy, it indeed holds that vbuy ≥ vmin.

The ZKPoK has the zero-knowledge property, so it does not reveal the exact values of the hidden data vbuy
or vrate, fulfilling objective O2. With this ZKPoK, buyer 1 proves not to lie about the rating data, which is
guaranteed with the proof of knowledge property, fulfilling objective O3 (cf. Section 4.1). Because the
ZKPoK is deniable, buyer 2 is not able to resell buyer 1’s rating convincingly, fulfilling objective O4.

5 Discussion

With our method, based on established cryptography, it becomes evident that we can build reputa-
tion ecosystems technically. With the designed method for storing and trading rating information on
a blockchain and the sketched reputation ecosystem, we propose new solutions to resolve three major
problems of reputation systems currently used in B2C markets, as summarized above.

a) Current reputation systems are compromised by cheap fake ratings. Fake ratings are a massive
problem in review systems since sellers can mandate actors to generate fake reviews cheaply. Even if many
of the current platforms struggled hard to prevent fake reviews, the problem prevails (He, Hollenbeck,
and Proserpio, 2022). While we acknowledge this issue may cannot be solved completely in an open
system (Douceur, 2002), our study might contribute to new approaches to make fake ratings less likely
to occur. First, endowing ratings with monetary payments binds substantially more money to issue fake
ratings. Second, buyer 1 cannot provide different ratings for different buyers 2, since it is not possible to
manipulate a transaction after it has been committed to the blockchain—unless, of course, the blockchain is
compromised itself. Third, the rating values are not aggregated immediately (like star ratings or reputation
scores on review systems), but ratings can be aggregated and selected by buyer 2 individually. Accordingly,
buyer 2 can choose to buy ratings only from other buyers that are considered trustworthy instead of
relying on aggregated scores. Since many transactions on B2B markets are valuable, we posit that the
effort to search and identify trustworthy buyers 1 is warranted by the additional benefit gained from
this process. By accessing experience, own market information, comparing different ratings, and testing
ratings submitted by other buyers, buyer 2 will learn over time which buyer 1 delivers useful data. Once
buyer 2 identifies trustworthy addresses, they can refer to their ratings as trust anchors, which enables
them to identify more honest actors/ratings in the network. In this way, an ecosystem of trust is established
over time, reducing information asymmetry and uncertainty in the market. Fourth, since rating information
has a high economic value in business (Wise and Morrison, 2000), we can expect information markets
or institutions to emerge (Spychiger et al., 2022), which help the companies engaged in the market to
identify honest actors in the reputation ecosystem.
Switching the perspective, we consider that buyer 1 might try to trick the system by selling fake ratings.
However, such data would remain immutably stored on a blockchain, linked to the addresses that issued
the data. Providing misleading ratings would sooner or later prompt buyer 2 quit further buying ratings
that were issued by a fraudulent buyer 1. Even if this buyer 1 decides to re-enter the system with a new
address and create new fake ratings, such an address would not be considered trustworthy as long as not
enough ratings have been issued with other honest sellers. For this reason, connecting fake ratings to
honest sellers would be difficult, since all sellers have to commit to being rated. We posit that honest seller
1 would avoid contracting with such addresses, fearing their loss of reputation.
Finally, setting up a bot network to promote a seller would be hard to accomplish, as soon as trustworthy
addresses are known and networked. Fake addresses would need to be connected to honest addresses
to indicate trustworthiness. This would be hard to accomplish, since honest sellers would refrain from
associating with actors they have never transacted with. Once network effects set in, it will get increasingly
hard for a malicious actor to submit plausible fake ratings. Buyer 1 can use sampling techniques to find
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trustworthy sellers regarding ratings of different buyers 1 to confirm the trustworthiness of a seller’s
address. In addition, as has already been touched on above, such fraudulent actions are prevented, because
buyer 2 can select the addresses to buy information from and aggregate ratings individually.

b) Current reputation systems provide insufficient incentives to submit ratings. Current systems
lack sufficient incentives for players in a market to submit ratings. Sellers entice buyers to submit ratings
which leads to distorted ratings. Buyers usually have no incentive to share rating information in a business
context (Jurca and Faltings, 2003). Adding an incentive directly to buyer 1 to sell ratings and earn money
should compensate, or even exceed, the effort associated with providing trustworthy ratings. Also, our
system incentives buyer 1 to provide ratings for buyer 2 (while ratings might not be in favor of seller 1)
to sell more ratings. While this system will work in non-competitive environments, competitors might
mutually refuse to exchange ratings (K. Zhu, 2002). Still, solutions might be found to align conflicting
interests e.g., involving trusted institutions (see also c)). Furthermore, the ability of sellers to sell ratings
themselves can undermine the profits of a buyer 1 and might be reflected in prior negotiations between
buyer 1 and seller 1. Still, buyer 1 may have more information to offer. For instance, text reviews that give
further information (Zulfiqar et al., 2021; Shaker, Shams Aliee, and Fotohi, 2021). The quality of ratings
might affect the price a buyer 1 can charge when selling a rating, strengthening the incentive to submit
meaningful ratings. Since the system promises advantages for buyers 1 (get a trust signal, and potentially
earn money) and high-quality sellers 1 (build reputation, justify higher prices, and win new buyers), we
posit that sufficient incentives may exist for the ecosystem to work.

c) Current reputation systems depend on a commercial platform provider. Current review systems
are subject to platform providers that operate a digital platform. Their centralized governance, however,
opens up attack vectors that might compromise the system. Manipulation, censorship, or the unwarranted
exploitation of user-generated data are risks worth noting. To avoid the manipulation of sensitive rating
data, we posit that a blockchain provides a profound infrastructure on which a reputation ecosystem can
be built. A core feature of blockchains is the immutability of the stored data (Catalini and Gans, 2016;
Tumasjan and Beutel, 2019). Still, we acknowledge, the proposed system could be implemented without a
blockchain, however, losing the advantages a blockchain offers.
Next to potentially resolving three conceptual problems of current review systems, we also contribute
other improvements for designing reputation ecosystems. First, proposing money as ratings, a buyer 1
thinks twice about giving a positive rating because every positive transaction costs money. Therefore,
reciprocity can be diminished, counteracting reputation inflation, and ratings become differentiable and
quantifiable. Second, expecting positive ratings, seller 1 might compensate buyer 1 with a price discount.
Hence, a buyer 1 can buy a product cheaper, whereby he is rewarded for advertising. For this, buyer 1
ensures this with its credibility, while seller 1 can excel with a higher reputation. This construction turns
the dynamic into that a seller also must trust a buyer (Hemmrich, 2023). Introducing trust as a concept for
rating submission has hardly been discussed so far (F. Li et al., 2012). Third, since a rating transaction has
to be committed from both sides and blockchain data can be analyzed, discriminating ratings are reduced.
Every discriminatory behavior will be recorded. Finally, monetary ratings are much faster submitted than
writing a review.
Current research on reputation systems considering the B2B context is very limited (Dikow et al., 2015;
Gutt et al., 2019). While we frame this kind of system for personal-intense business services, it might
also work in other scenarios. It seems to make sense, especially in cases when the uncertainty about the
performance is high, enough transactions take place and the players are willing to sell ratings or exchange
them for their own ratings. In a business reputation ecosystem, buyer 2 can request ratings and buyer 1
has more control over whom to share them, increasing the willingness to share this information (Boissieu
et al., 2021). However, seller 1 can try to promote oneself with fake ratings, at least in an open system,
or prompt buyer 1 to rate only certain transactions to hide sensitive data from competitors. Taking the
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fact that business environments have competitors as well as non-competitive buying peers, institutions,
decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) (Buterin, 2014), or other mechanisms might play a major
role in determining the trustworthiness of rating sellers and organizing the sharing of rating information
(Möhlmann, Teubner, and Graul, 2019).
Conventionally, buyers 2 choose familiar, trusted sellers that have not yet built up expertise in the per-
taining field (Uzzi, 1997), since they do not know which other sellers suit them. An ecosystem can
change this circumstance by affecting matching and resource allocation in a market. Particularly, low-cost
sellers can profit through their cost efficiency from such systems, preferring transparency, while high-cost
sellers choose opaque environments to hide their costs (K. Zhu, 2002). We expect that in a functioning
system, high-quality sellers achieve a competitive edge over weak-performing competitors, promoting
good service quality. Ultimately, this system may reduce marketing efforts for capable sellers when they
show positive ratings from different buyers, which would be more credible than promoting themselves
through marketing. Testing ratings become a cheaper economical means than actually buying a product.
This would shift testing a non-digital product to testing digital ratings, or thought-ahead testing certain
credentials. Lastly, such systems could also bring risks, such as increased performance pressure, fear of
retaliation when rating, inadvertently leaked data, or others.

6 Conclusion

We designed and evaluated a method that enables stakeholders to build business reputation ecosystems.
The core idea is to use monetary payments as ratings, stored and made accessible on a blockchain.
We posit that these core features make our system more suitable for B2B markets, since buyers might have
a compelling incentive to submit truthful ratings, can better control and share their rating information, and
can rely on transparent relations and immutable data that encourage honest behavior, on which ratings
can be tested and analyzed without relying on a commercial platform owner. Moreover, our approach
exhibits four main differences compared to rival systems. First, ratings become inherent parts of business
transactions, whereas rival systems disconnect buying transactions from ratings. Second, ratings are
carried out with payments, making the ratings quantifiable. Third, using payments as ratings, bind capital
when building up a bot network impeding some attack scenarios. Fourth, reputation is not condensed into
one global score and buyers can select ratings according to transparent transaction history and compare
them with one another. Furthermore, this system class may lead to a professionalization of business rating
submissions and requests, compensate uncertainty of buyers for engaging with sellers, and be used as a
marketing tool by delivering a profound data basis.
With this paper we provide a first essential building block for designing reputation ecosystems. We posit
that our method can serve well to solve some of the major conceptual problems that prevent using current
review systems from a B2C market on B2B markets. Even if our method cannot solve the emergence of
fake ratings in open systems completely, we argue that our system makes such fraudulent behavior much
more costly and unlikely to occur when such a data set is analyzed. That said, the mechanisms proposed
here can only work in a reasonably large network of companies submitting ratings, providing a start for
reputation ecosystems to emerge. These initial steps might be hard to take, since digital platforms usually
suffer from cold-start problems.
We see our research as an impetus for our community to research the design of business reputation
ecosystems. Monetary ratings are novel in research, and by demonstrating this method, we raise more
questions than we provide answers. We call for economic, empirical, and practical-oriented research
on the proposed system. Technical-oriented research can investigate to prove and reveal the distribution
of ratings, implementing DAOs, ratings about ratings, or other decentralized oracle solutions to sort
and rank ratings. An interesting research question is whether a seller can be prevented from passing on
monetary-based ratings. Other research might investigate different variations of conducting payments as
ratings, mapping performance metrics or content of ratings, or the influence on business relationships.
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